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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

\textbf{Purpose:} To report atypical presentation of neuronal ceroid lipofuscinoses type 8 (CLN8) to the eye clinic and review clinical features of CLN8.

\textbf{Observations:} Detailed eye exam by slit lamp exam, indirect ophthalmoscopy, fundus photography, optical coherence tomography, visual fields and electroretinogram (ERG). Molecular genetic testing using Next Generation Sequencing panel (NGS) and array Comparative Genomic Hybridization (aCGH). The siblings in this study presented to the eye clinic with retinitis pigmentosa and cystoid macular edema, and a history of seizures but no severe neurocognitive deficits or regression. Genetic testing identified a c.200C>T (p.A67V) variant in the \textit{CLN8} gene and a deletion encompassing the entire gene. Electron microscopy of lymphocytes revealed fingerprint inclusions in both siblings.

\textbf{Conclusions:} and Importance: Pathogenic variants in \textit{CLN8} account for the retinitis pigmentosa and seizures in our patients however, currently, they do not have regression or neurocognitive decline. The presentation of NCL can be very diverse and it is important for ophthalmologists to consider this in the differential diagnosis of retinal disorders with seizures or other neurological features. Molecular genetic testing of multiple genes causing isolated and syndromic eye disorders using NGS panels and aCGH along with additional complementary testing may often be required to arrive at a definitive diagnosis.

\textcopyright 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Neuronal ceroid lipofuscinoses (NCL) are a heterogeneous group of neurodegenerative disorders characterized by lysosomal accumulation of autofluorescent material in multiple tissues. Clinical features include developmental delay or regression, seizures, abnormal movements, impaired vision and premature death\textsuperscript{1-4}. NCL is classified as infantile, late-infantile, juvenile and adult forms based on age of onset and progression of disease\textsuperscript{5,6}. The juvenile form (Batten disease) caused by \textit{CLN3} is the most common and often present to eye clinic with vision problems\textsuperscript{6,7}. We report two siblings with a protracted presentation of NCL caused by mutations in \textit{CLN8} gene confirmed by electron microscopy (EM).

2. Findings

2.1. Case 1

A 14-year-old Hispanic female presented to eye clinic with decreased central vision for one year. She had well-controlled generalized tonic-clonic seizures since 7 years of age and bilateral postaxial polydactyly, but no history of motor or cognitive decline. However, she had formal psychoeducational evaluation during 3rd grade and was diagnosed as having ADHD. She is currently on treatment with Ritalin. She has completed 10th grade with tutoring in math and chemistry. She also requires extra time to perform written tests due to her ADHD. Family history revealed a 22-year-old brother with RP and seizures, an unaffected brother, and a mother with a history of postaxial polydactyly.

Her visual acuity was 20/40 OU, color vision was normal, fundus exam showed macular cystoid macular edema OU, and spectral domain optical coherence tomography demonstrated macular...
cystic change and diffuse macular schisis involving the outer nu-
clear and the outer plexiform layers. The schisis is an unusual
finding (Fig. 1).

Full field ERG revealed severe rod dysfunction and milder cone
dysfunction. Goldmann visual field revealed large central scotoma
bilaterally (Fig. 1). The rest of the physical and neurologic exam as
well as MRI of brain were normal.

Given the history of seizures and vision loss, she was referred for
genetic evaluation. Genetic testing was pursued via a comprehen-
sive NGS Eye Panel including genes causing CLNs. It revealed a
hemizygous variant of unknown significance (VUS) c.200C>T
(p.A67V) in the CLN8 gene. A search in Exome Aggregation Con-
sortium (ExAC) revealed that this variant is very rare with an allele
frequency = 0.00003296 and did not report any homozygotes.
Further, deletion/duplication analysis showed a heterozygous
deletion in 8p23.3 encompassing the entire CLN8 gene. Parental
testing revealed that these variants were in trans; mother carried
the deletion and the father carried the c.200C>T (p.A67V)
missense VUS. EM of lymphocytes was performed and showed
finger print like inclusions consistent with NCL (Fig. 2).

2.2. Case 2

This patient is a 22-year-old Hispanic male, brother of case 1,
followed in ophthalmology clinic due to decreased night vision
since age 5 years. He developed tonic-clonic seizures, well
controlled by medication at 16 years of age. He did not require
special help during school nor had a formal psychoeducational
testing. He has a master’s degree in engineering and is in a full time
job living independently. At 22 years of age, his visual acuity was
OD 20/25 and OS 20/30. His fundus exam revealed pallor of optic
nerves, attenuated vasculature, peripheral bone spicules and
diffuse retinal pigment epithelial mottling but no cystoid macular
edema or schisis (Fig. 3). His full field ERG showed markedly
attenuated rod and cone photoreceptor system function bilaterally.
Humphrey’s visual fields revealed generalized constriction as well
as large peripheral scotomas (Fig. 3). OCT was not performed. At
time of initial assessment, he was diagnosed with retinitis pig-
mentosa, likely autosomal recessive. He was followed annually and
had a stable course. Given sister’s presentation and molecular re-
results, he had targeted genetic testing that revealed the same VUS,

Fig. 1. Case 1, Fundus photos showing healthy appearing optic discs, mild arteriolar attenuation and cystoid macular edema. (A, B). Goldman Visual Field-showing bilateral central scotomas (C, D). Optical coherence tomography demonstrating cystoid macular edema and diffuse macular schisis involving the outer nuclear and outer plexiform layers of the retina (E, F).
c.200C > T (p.A67T), as well as the heterozygous deletion of the
CLN8 gene and positive EM test suggesting that they have the same
c.200C > T (p.A67V), as well as the heterozygous deletion of the
CLN8 gene and positive EM test suggesting that they have the same
condition.

3. Discussion

Pathogenic variants in the CLN8 gene cause two distinct allelic
diseases, a progressive epilepsy with mental retardation (EPMR,
OMIM #610003), and a more severe variant late infantile form
(CLN-8, OMIM #600143). EPMR is common in Finnish populations,
presents at 5–10 years of age with seizures and cognitive decline
but usually no vision loss.8

The variant late infantile form of NCL is common in Turkish and
Italian populations3–12 presenting around 3–7 years of age with
motor decline, severe epilepsy and severe vision loss.5,9,10. We
compare the variation in the clinical presentation of our patients

Fig. 2. Case 1, Electron microscopy of lymphocytes from Case 1 showing intracytoplasmic inclusions (A). Fingerprint like inclusions seen in high resolution (B).

Fig. 3. Case 2, Fundus photos showing pallor of optic nerves, attenuated vasculature, peripheral bone spicules and diffuse retinal pigment epithelial modeling (A, B). Humphrey visual field showing peripheral scotomas (C, D).
with other previously reported individuals with CLN8 in the Supplementary table. Other common findings reported include dystonia, ataxia and other pyramidal signs. Life expectancy of variant late infantile CLN8 is between ages 6 and adolescence. However, our patients are currently 15 and 23 years of age and have no developmental delays, cognitive decline or psychomotor symptoms.

Missense variants and haploinsufficiency have been previously reported but with a more severe phenotype than our patient. It is possible that the novel missense variant, c.200C>T (p.A67V) in the CLN8 gene in our family results in a milder disease. This a very rare allele with a frequency of >0.00003296 in ExAC database. We also report the finding of macular schisis involving the outer nuclear and plexiform layers for the first time in an individual with CLN8 gene mutations.

Our proband and her mother also had finding of post-axial polydactyly. Non-syndromic post-axial polydactyly is usually inherited in an autosomal dominant manner and has a prevalence of 1.6–10.7 in 1000. We believe this was an isolated finding and that it is not associated with our patients’ diagnosis of CLN8. Our patients did not exhibit other signs of Bardet-Biedl syndrome or other ciliopathies. Moreover, the next generation sequencing panel assessed in our patients included many ciliopathy genes and we did not find any pathogenic variants in these genes.

4. Conclusions

In individuals presenting with retinal degenerative conditions, history of additional clinical features such as seizures, polydactyly or developmental delays should prompt evaluation of systemic disorders such as NCL or ciliopathies. The individuals presented here demonstrate extensive variability in clinical presentation, rate of progression and age of onset and have a milder disease. It is possible that they may develop neurocognitive decline at a later date. Testing of multiple genes by NGS panels with reflex to deletion/duplication analysis aid in more accurate diagnoses and additional investigations such as EM of leukocytes help to resolve the uncertainty of VUS. Our patients increase the phenotypic spectrum of neuronal ceroid lipofuscinoses type 8.
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